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SOME EXAMPLES IN DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION

BY RATIONAL FUNCTIONS^)

BY

D. AHARONOV AND J. L. WALSH

Abstract. We exhibit examples of (1) series that converge more rapidly than any

geometric series where the function represented has a natural boundary, (2) the

convergence of a series with maximum geometric degree of convergence yet having

limit points of poles of the series everywhere dense on a circumference in the comple-

ment of E, (3) a Padé table for an entire function whose diagonal has poles every-

where dense in the plane and (4) a corresponding example for the table of rational

functions of best approximation of prescribed type.

Specific examples are frequently of service in a developing theory, both to

suggest new propositions and as counterexamples to refute possible conjectures.

In the present paper we present some examples of this nature concerning degree

of approximation by rational functions.

To be more explicit, we study (§1) examples of series that converge more rapidly

than any geometric series where the function represented has a natural boundary,

in §2 the convergence of a series with maximum geometric degree of convergence

yet having limit points of poles everywhere dense on a circumference in the comple-

ment of E. In §3 we give an illustration of rational functions of degree n in the

Padé table for an entire function where the diagonal has poles everywhere dense

in the plane, and in §4 a corresponding example for the diagonal sequence in the

analogous table of rational functions of best approximation.

1. Rapidly converging series.    An infinite series

(1) f(z)~ux(z) + u2(z)+---

of rational functions of respective degrees n, is said to converge to f(z) like a

geometric series on a set E provided on that set for the sum Sn(z) of the first n

terms of the second member of (1) we have

(2) lim sup [max \f(z)-Sn(z)\, z on E]lln < 1.
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The series (1) is said to converge on E more rapidly than any (nontrivial) geometric

series if we have

(3) lim [max \f(z)-Sn(z)\, z on E]lln = 0.
n-* oo

If un(z) is a rational function of degree «, if (2) is satisfied, and if there is no limit

point of poles of the un(z) on the closed region E, then the series (1) has important

properties relative to convergence, notably that the series (1) overconverges,

namely converges to/(z) uniformly in a larger region containing E in its interior.

If under these same conditions (3) is satisfied, then [3] the series (1) converges,

uniformly on compact sets in any region Ex containing E and containing no limit

points of the poles of the un(z). Moreover (3) is satisfied if E is replaced by any

closed subregion of Ex. If the function/(z) is meromorphic at every finite point

of the plane, and if the closed region E is bounded, it is known [3] that there exists

a sequence of rational functions of respective degrees « whose poles lie in the

poles of/(z) and which satisfies (3). This raises the question as to whether (3)

always implies that/(z) has no natural boundary, a question which we proceed to

answer here in the negative, by counterexamples.

Theorem 1. Let E be the closed unit disk \z\ ^ 1, and the points ax, a2,... chosen

in the disk E' : \z\ < 3 so that ax lies on the circle \z\ = 5/2, the next two ak are equally

spaced on \z\ =8/3, the next three ak are equally spaced on |z| = 11/4, and so on for

the circles \z\ = 3— 1/A. We choose An= 1/«". TYie« the function

<4> /(Z) = ?Ä

exists throughout 7Î", is. meromorphic there, is analytic on E and satisfies

(5) lim
n-*co

max
k=l  £      ak

, z on E
lln

We note the relations

Ä -^1^1 1

(6) A/" = Ai P - Ai ÔÏ+Ï? = nJnTlf < A"'
(<x> \ lln

2 AA  = °-
n + 1        /

If z0 is a point in E' not an an, we have for all « |z0 — an\ ä2S (>0), where S

depends on z0, and for z in the neighborhood \z — z0\ < 8 we have \z — an\ > 8. Thus

the series in (4) is dominated by the series 2 Ak¡8, and by the Weierstrass M-test

the series (4) converges uniformly in that neighborhood, so/(z) is analytic in the

neighborhood, in particular is analytic on E. The same proof shows that if an

is arbitrary in E', then f(z) —Anj(z — an) is analytic in a neighborhood of an, so
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f(z) is meromorphic in £". For z on E we have for every n the inequality \z — a„\ > 1,

whence

/(Z)_Y-A.=  y J^;
é?iZ-ak      k=^+1z-ak

this last series is dominated by the first member of (6), and (7) implies (5). The

rational function in (5) is of degree n, so (5) is of form (3). The analog of (5) holds

for degree of approximation to/(z) on E by the rational functions of degrees n of

best approximation.

The function/(z) clearly has the circle \z\ =3 as a natural boundary.

A somewhat similar function but no longer with poles in E' is presented in

Theorem 2. Let E be the closed unit disk, E' the disk |z|<3, and the points

au a2,... chosen all distinct but everywhere dense on the circle |z| = 3 (e.g. an = 3ein).

We choose An= l/nn. Then the function

(8) /(Z) = |ÄT)

exists throughout E': |z|<3, is analytic there, and satisfies (where argz = arga„,

|z|<3)

(9) lim |/(z)| = oo.
z-.a„

Consequently, each an is a singularity of f(z) and the circle |z|=3 is a natural

boundary for f(z).

It follows from the Weierstrass M-test that the series in (8), being dominated

by the series 2 /4n/(3-r)on thedisk \z\ 5jr<3, is analytic on that disk and through-

out E'. We note too by (6) the inequality

(io) 2 Ak = A' < A»-
k = N + l

Since the an are distinct, the function

ktí 3(z-afc)

is continuous at the point z = aN and takes there some (finite) value A. Moreover,

for 0< \z\ <3, arg z = arg aN, we have

|z-aw| < \z — ak\    fork > Nasz->aN,

whence

^NaN     .     "V Akak/(^v^^il
3(z - aN)    kJ^+x3(z- ak)
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The first term in the second member approaches A, the second term is real and

negative, of absolute value ANj\z — aN\, and the third term is by (10) not greater in

absolute value than

y       Ak     =     A'     <     An

k = N + i k-«w|        \z-aN\        \z-aN\

Consequently we have (arg z = arg aN)

(11) lim 3&\j(z)} = -co,

so (9) is established, and aN is a singularity of/(z). Thus the circle \z\ = 3 is a natural

boundary for/(z) in E'. We note incidentally that the proof of (11) is valid too for

z-*-«n, |z| > 3, so the circle \z\ =3 is also a natural boundary for f(z) in |z|>3.

The function f(z) in Theorem 2 is of significance for overconvergence, for we

have for z on E

l/w-*tti~2 säSa <Î.Tfc>Akak

3(z-ak) 7
n + l   *

and by (7) we have (5). Of course (5) is of form (3). The analog of (5) holds for

approximation to f(z) on E by the rational functions of degrees « of best

approximation.

A rational function Rmn(z) of the form

*«»(*) =   boZn + blZ«-l+...+bn> 1 W   * 0>

is said to be of type (m, n). If the function/(z) is continuous on a closed bounded

set E, with no isolated points, for each type (m, n) there exists a function of that

type of best approximation to/(z) on E; these functions can then be arranged [2]

in a table, analogous to that of Padé,

5oo, Rio, 520,...,

.    . 501, 5n, 52i,...,

•^02» -^12» -^22, • • • >

Various sequences from this table have been studied [1], [2], [3]. The functions

Rnn(z) of the diagonal are precisely the rational functions of respective degrees n

of best approximation to f(z) on E.

Perron has pointed out [4, p. 466] that there exists a function f(z) such that the

second row of the Padé table consists of rational functions whose poles are every-

where dense in the circle of convergence of f(z). We prove now an analogous

theorem concerning rational function of degree « of best approximation to f(z),

the diagonal in the analog (12) of the Padé table.
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2. Comparison series.

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be a function regular in a closed bounded region E and let

{Rn(zy} be the functions of degree n of best approximation to f(z) on E. Also assume

(13) \imsup\\f(z)-Rn(z)\\1'n = A.
n-* oo

(The norm is any of the ordinary norms.) Then a comparison series Tn(z) may be

found such that

(i) limsupn.w|/(z)-7;(z)||1''' = /f,

(ii) the Tn(z) are rational functions of degree n,

(iii) the set of poles of {Tn(z)} form a dense subset in the complement C(E).

Proof. Let {l/«ón)}n=i,2,... he a dense subset of C(E) such that the l/aj,n) are

different from the poles of the {/?n(z)}n=li2i....

Let Aon) be so small that for zeE we have

II       ¿(n)      ||l/(n + l)

lim  r^V = °-
n-. co || 1 — CC0'Z ||

We define Tn+x(z) = Rn(z) + Aon)l(l -a0n)z), whence we have

ii/-*n+i(z)irn+i) =s \\f-Tn+x(z)r*+»

= W-i£(z)-A$>i(i-4yvKn+%)

^ \\f-Rn\\ll(n + "+\\A0n)l(l-ccon)z)\\1Kn + 1\

But

lim sup \\f-Rn+i\\ll(n + 1) = A,       lim sup ||/-/?„||1/(n + 1) = A,
n-* oo

AW)      ||l/(n+l)

lim   -A- = o.
n-*oo  || 1 — <Xq  Z U

So we have

(14) limsup||/-rn+1(z)||1«" + 1> = ^,
n-* co

and the theorem follows.

We may replace the hypothesis (13) by

limsupH/iz)-/^)!!1'»^,
n-+oo

and deduce the conclusion

Umsup||/(z)-7'n(z)||1"'á^.
n-* oo

The rational functions Rn(z) of best approximation are not necessarily unique,

but we do not assert that the Tn(z) are best approximating. The degree of conver-

gence used in (13) and (14) does not distinguish between the two sequences, but

presumably a more refined measure of degree of convergence would do so.
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In the study of equation (3), one might conjecture that (3) is possible only when

the poles of the Sn(z) lie in the poles of/(z), or at least approach the singularities

of f(z). Theorem 3 of §2 effectively shows that the conjecture is false.

3. Examples on Padé table.

Lemma 1 [5, p. 377]. Let f(z) be a function analytic in a circle containing the

origin with the expansion /(z) = 2"=o akzk. Let Rnm(z) be a rational function of type

(«, m) (i.e. a polynomial of order n divided by a polynomial of order m) with the

expansion Rnm(z) = 2"= o bkzk near the origin. Then if ak = bk, k = 0, I,.. .,n + m,

Rnm(z) is the Padé approximant of type («, m) to the function f(z).

Proof. Denote Rnm=PJQn,

(15) f^-?M=      Î      CkZK
Mm\¿) k = n+m+l

If Pn(z)IQm(z) is a Padé approximant to f(z), then by definition of the Padé

approximant and (15) we get

(16) W-?T7^=     2    dkzK
\¿m\z) k = n + m+l

From (15) and (16) there follows

(17) £M_ÍM=    y    tzk
QÁZ)      Qmiz)        fc = „fm + 1    k    '

So we have from (17)

(18) Pniz)Qmiz)-Pniz)Qmiz)  = J VkZK
k=n+m+1

Since on the left side of (18) we have a polynomial of degree n + mat most it follows

that Vk=0, k=n+m + l,...,

(19) Pniz)IQmiz) ■ Pniz)IQmiz),

which shows that Rnm is the unique Padé approximant of type («, m).

Example 1. Let

/(z) = j^tz+iérz+ 2 *¿ = î ^i     a0z     i     ctx¿    v = 0 fc = 0

such that 2"=o hvzv is an entire function, 0<|a0|<oo, 0<|a1|<oo. Let gmX(z)

= bl(l-ßz) + 2v = o Cvzv = 2k = odkzk. In order that gml should be the Padé

approximant of type (m, 1) of f(z) it is sufficient (by Lemma 1) that dk = tk,
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k = 0, 1, 2,..., m +1. So we have the set of equations

A0 + Ax+h0 = b+C0,

A0a0 + Axax + hx = bß + Cx,

(20)
^0a?-1 + /í1ar-1 + /!m_1 = bB"-1 + Cm.1;

A0aZ + Axa? + hm = bßm,

AooJS^ + A^V^ + h^i = bßm + 1.

From the last two equations we get

(21) ß = (Ao^^ + Aiar' + h^^KAo^ + A.a'í + hJ.

We now consider two cases:

|«o| > lai|>        |«o| = |«i|-

Denote ax = ra0. Then

_ «g + 1 Ao + AxTm + 1 + hm+x/aZ + 1

P off A0 + AxTm + hJa%

If |a,| < \a0\ then |t| < 1. So ß -> a0 as m -> oo. If IcííI^oíoI denote r = ei(*. Then

fi=      ^o + ̂ itK + ̂ ^W^
P     a°       Ao + A^ + hJcQ

For ^ = 2tt// where / is an integer we get for ß the / limit points

A0 + (Axr)e2*™

a°   Ao + Axe2"'k" '       *-**.•••.'    »•

If </>/2tt is an irrational number we get the whole circle (straight line)

A0 + (Axt)w        .   .
«o—:—    .      ,        \w\ — 1,

A0 + Axw !   '

as limit points of ft as m -> oo.

Example 2. Our aim is now to construct an example of an entire function

H(z) = 1.v = o bvzv such that the diagonal in the Padé table will diverge in a dense

subset of the plane. For convenience we consider the sequence Rn_x,n(z) instead

of the sequence Rnn(z). The difference is only an additional additive constant.

Let a0, 0<|a0|<°°, be arbitrary. Consider the function A0l(l— a0z), where A0

is a constant that will be fixed later.

In order that ^0/(l-«oz) will be Rox(z) of H(z) = ^=0bvzv, it is sufficient

(Lemma 1) that

(22) A0 = h0,       A0a0 = hx.
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We now fix A0 so that |«0|, \hx\ < 1/1 !. Next we consider the rational function

b0 bx b2

l-ßoz    1-ßxZ    \-ß2z

where ß0, 0<|ß0|<oo, is arbitrary, ßx=qßx, iS2=^2, for l>q>0, and q will be

fixed later; ßx^ß2 are arbitrary (but ßx, /32/0, oo). We now look for the conditions

that this rational function will be R23(z) of 77(z) = 2™=o hvzv (only the coefficients

«0, hx are determined for the time being). Again, by Lemma 1, we have the set of

equations :

(23)

bo + bx  + b2  = «o,

b0ßo + bxßx+b2ß2 = hx,

b0ßl + bxß2x + b2ß22 = h2,

b0ßl + bxß5x + b2ßl = «5.

First bQ is determined so that

(24) \b$>\ < 1/2-5!,       y = 2,3,4,5.

We next denote

(25) h0-b0 = A0,       hx-b0ß0 = Áx.

From (23) and (25) we get

(26) bx + b2 = A0,       bxßx + b2ß2 = Xx.

Using the given conditions ßx=qßx, ß2=qß2 we have

(27)
A0     1

Ai   ß2q

1       1

ßiq ß?a ßz-ßi

(29)

We have a similar formula for b2, so

(28) \bx\> \b%\ < Mjq,   M depends only on A0, A1; ßx, ß2.

From (28) we get

\bxß{ + b2ß2\ = \bxß{q' + b2ß>q'\

< 2(M¡q)qi Max (\ßx\>, \ß2\%      j = 2, 3, 4, 5.

Denote

(30)

From (29) and (30) we get

(31) \bxß[ + b2ß2\ < 2MqL,      j = 2, 3, 4, 5.

L = MaxMax(\ßx\>,\ß2\>).
2SÍS5
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If q is sufficiently small we have

(32) \bxß{ + b2ß21 < 1/2-5!,       j = 2, 3, 4, 5.

From (23), (24) and (32) we obtain

\h¡\ < 1/5!,       7 = 2,3,4,5.

Up to now the coefficients «0, hx,..., h5 have been determined; also we know that

501, 523 of the Padé table each has one arbitrary pole. In order to continue the

procedure we have to construct 567 (one arbitrary pole and six other poles because

we have six coefficients of H(z) already determined). So let 2Sc = o Ck¡(l —ykz) be a

rational function such that yQ, 0<|y0|<°°, is arbitrary. yk = qxyk, l>qx>0;

k=\, 2,..., 6; yj^y¡,j^l,j,l^2. In order that this function should be 567 of

H(z) the following set of equations has to be fulfilled :

CQ + CX +

CoYo +

(33) C0yg +

C0y60 +

C0yl3 +

Exactly as we have done before we now choose C0 so small that

(34) \CoYo\ < 1/2-13!,       j =6,..., 13.

Again, we define An = «; — C0y0, j=0,..., 5. From the first six equations in (33)

we have

Cx+---+Ce     = A01,

,„_ Cxyx +-1- C6y6 = An,
(35) i . .

Cxy\+..-+C6y% = AS1.

Using now the conditions yk=qxyk we get (in the same way as we obtained (28)),

(36) \Ck\ < Mxlqx,        k=l,2,...,6,

Mx depends only on {A;1} u {y¡}, O^y'^5, 1 ̂ /^6. Exactly in the same manner as

before we obtain

(37) \CxA+ ■ ■ -+Cey'6\ < 6MxLxqx,      j=6,...,

where Lx is defined by

(38) Lx =   Max   Max (\yk\').
6SÍS13   lSfcS6

• • • + C6 =  «o,

-hC6y6   = hlt

■■■+Csyl   =«5;

• • • + C6y%   = «6,

• • • + C6yf = «13
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For qx sufficiently small we get from (37)

(39) |Ciy| + C2>4 + C2r2+ • ■ • +C6y¿| < 1/2-13!,       j=6,..., 13.

From (33), (34), and (39) we obtain

(40) \hj\ < 1/13!,      7 = 6,..., 13.

In this way we continue to construct the subsequence of the diagonal of Padé

table. Each of the terms of this subsequence has one arbitrary pole. It is clear that

the H(z) constructed is majorized by the exponential function and so is an entire

function.

Remark. By a slight change in the argument we could construct a subsequence

of the diagonal such that each member of this subsequence would have more

than one arbitrary pole. In fact the number of the arbitrary poles may increase

monotonically to co. This is, of course, not needed here for the construction of the

desired example.

4. Examples on table (12).

Lemma 1. Suppose Sp(z) is a rational function of order p having poles at 1/cty,

l£j£p, l/|«y|>l, 1/a^lK ifk^j, \l/aj-l/ax\^2r>0 for 2^j^p. Then there

exists e = e(ax, r,p) such that for any rational function Rv(z) of order p satisfying

(4.1) sup \Rp(z)-Sp(z)\ < «Mil,       Sp(z) = j^-+ ■■■ +
V

IzISi \—axZ 1— apz

Rp(z) has at least one pole in the circle \z—l/ax\^2r.

Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Then for a particular rational function Sp(z)

and r > 0 there exist a sequence {«„}, such that ex ̂  e2 ̂  • • -, en -> 0 and a sequence

of rational functions {Rpn)(z)}™= x of order p such that

(4.2) sup \Rpn\z)-Sp(z)\ < en\Ax\,
IzlSl

and all the poles of Rpn)(z) for any n lie outside the disc |z— l/a,| ^2r.

Denote the poles of Rvn\z) by l/ßkn, k=\, 2,...,p. (It may occur that l/ßkn

= \/ßln for l¥=k.) Then by (4.2)

(4.3)   sup \Rf\z)~Sp(z)\
i=i = i

(1 -axz)- ■   (1 -«„Z)(l -ßxnz)- ■ •(! -ßpnz) < e„Mi|.
(z-dtj). • -(z-äp)(z-ßxn)- ■ -(z-ßpn)

But the function on the left side of (4.3) is regular on |z| ^ 1 ; so [1, §9.4]

(4.4)      sup \*w)-m\ < .Mil l^:::[1:^r

Now there is no loss of generality in assuming that 2r < l/|o¡i| — 1. So we have
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Let 5=l/|«i|+r. If l/|ay|^25 we have for \z-l¡ax\=r

(4.6) l/|l-«yz| = 2.

Indeed, for \z\ ¿Awe have |a;| :£ 1/25 so |1 — a¡z\ §: 1/2. We have for \z— l/c^l =r,

\lh\^2R,

(4.7) \(z-äjW-ajZ)\ <í 2(5+1/25).

A similar result is obtained for 1/|/Sy| ̂25.

Now assume that 1/1% | <25. Then

Z — äj

1 — CCjZ

But by our assumption |1/«/— l/ax\ ä2r. So on the circle [z— \¡ax\==r we have

|z— 1/%| âr for l^jtip, and for |z— l/a^ =/-x we get |l/ay| <25,

(4.8) \(z-ä,)l(l-ajZ)\ < (l+2R2)lr,       l Ú j Ú p.

By our assumption on Rpn)(z) we know that |l/SJn — l¡ax\ S;2r for 1 újúp. So we

get a similar result for l/|jS>„| <25. Combining (4.7) and (4.8) and the similar re-

sults for the l/ßj we get from (4.5)

(4.9) sup     \R™(z)-Sp(z)\ < en\Ax\[2(R+ll2R)]2*l(l+2R2)lr]2*.
|z-l/a!l=r

Now, the function R{p\z) — Sv(z) has only the pole 1/% on the disc \z—ljax\^r.

So by integration of this function along the circle \z— l¡ax\=r we have from (4.9)

(4.10) \Ax\l\«x\ < £„M1|[2(5+l/25)]2"[(l+252)/rp = enM(R,r,p)\Ax\.

But now we let « -> oo and then en -> 0 and we get the desired contradiction. (In

fact we get the contradiction for en< 1¡M(R, r,p)\ax\. So e in the theorem can be

taken as e=l/2M(R, r,p)\ax\=e(ax, r,p).)

Lemma 1, so far as concerns the existence of e = e(ax, r,p) but not the specific

formula (4.10), can be proved qualitatively by the properties of sequences of

rational functions.

The existence of 5£"(z) satisfying (4.2) shows that the rational function Rpn)(z)

— Sp(z) of degree 2p approaches zero uniformly on \z\ < 1, hence [1, §12.1] admits

a subsequence which approaches zero in the extended plane with the omission of

at most 2p points. Since Sp(z) has a pole in ljax of fixed principal part independent

of «, every such subsequence has at least one pole (necessarily belonging to R^p\z))

which approaches 1/%; we see this by integrating Rpn)(z) — Sp(z) over a circle

\z-l¡ax\=rx<r.

Lemma 2. Let -n>0, e>0, r>0, and «+1 complex numbers C0, Cx,..., Cn be

given. Also let 0< \ax\ < 1. Then there exists m>n and a rational function Sp(z) of

ot/l-z/ct.,)

«Az-ll«])
1+2R2

lz-1/cd
1 <=5 7   ̂ P-
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order p = n + 2 with a pole at l/c^ and also at the points {1/<*./}?= 2, Uj^a.kfor j=£k,

| 1/ccjI > 1 such that for

(4.11) Sp(z) = -¿¿-¿.-¿2-+ ... + -A- =  f ^
\-a.xz    l-a2z \-UpZ       ¿?o

we have

(a) ßk = Ck,k=0, l,...,n,

(D)   |^n+l| + |rin+2|-|-<V,

(C)    \Pn+l\,\ßn+2\,---,\ßm\<llm\,

(d) \ßm+l\ + \ßm+2\+ ■ ■ ■ <e\Al\l4,

(e) \l/aj-\/ax\^2r,2^júp.

Proof. Let {a',), 2tSJ£p, be arbitrary complex nonvanishing numbers, ay=¿c4

for jj=k. Let 0<^<1.

The exact value of q will be determined later. Let aj = qdj where I/ee^ are the poles

of Sp(z). We have by (a)

(4.12)

Also

(4.13)

Ax    +A2    +---+AP    = ß0 = C0,

Axax + A2<x2 + ■ ■ ■ +Apap = px = Cj,

Axanx + A2an2+ ■ ■ ■ +Apal = ßn = Cn.

Aial + 1 + A2(4 + 1+ ■ ■ ■ + Apanp + 1 = pn + x,

Axal + 2+     •••     + Apa"p + 2 = ßn + 2,

First we choose m > n such that

(4.14) |«1|m + 1-r-|«1|m + 2+ . - - =  |ai|m + 1/(l-|«i|) < £/8-

Now we determine Ax^=0 so that

(4.15) Mil |«i|" + 1,    Mil k|n + 2,    ...,    Mil Nm < 1/2-m!,

(4.16) Mil k|" + 1 + Mi| \ax\n + 2+---< -q/2.

From (4.12) we get

A2    + • • • + Ap     = Co    Ax      = Co,

(4.17) ^420£2-|-\-Apap = Cx-Axax = C'x,

A2an2+ ■ ■ ■ +Apanp= Cn-Axa\ = Ci
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But aj = qa'j for a'jj^a'i if///. So aj^a¡ foryV/. Alsop = n + 2. So we get from (4.17)

1      •••    Co    ■■■    1

a2     ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■     ap

Aj =

(«i)n    •••    C/<?"   •••    («¿)n

1

a2

1 1

(aj)" ••• («ir ••■ («;r

So we get (note that 0<q< 1)

(4.18) \Aj\<M/q\       y = 2,3,...,/»,

where M depends on (C0,..., C¿) and (a2,..., a'p) but not on q. Denote, now,

A/ = max2gySj, |aj|. Then from (4.18)

(4.19) > M*l Kln + ' < (^-l)MA" + Y,       /= 1,2,....

We now restrict q to the interval (0, l/N(\ + 2r\ax\)]. Then
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So

a}    ax

> l+2r_KJ__l_
2r

for 2 újúp, and (e) is fulfilled.

We now restrict q to a smaller interval, if needed, so that

ía<v\\ (p-l)MNn + 1q .    (    1     t,   e .  . A
(4-20) i-qN    <min Orsn r 8 i^i)-

From (4.19) we get, summing on/

(4.21) ÜMJKI"^"-""'"«
1=1 k = 2

From (4.20) and (4.21) we clearly have

2 2 m*i w*' < \

1-qN

1=1 k = 2

v

(4.22) 2 \M W\n + i < 2~nT\'      J=1>2"-  >m-n,
k = 2

P

2 2 \A*\\«*\m+i<i\Ai
1=1 fc = 2

(b) follows from (4.13), (4.16) and (4.22), (c) follows from (4.13), (4.15) and (4.22),

(d) follows from (4.13), (4.14) and (4.22), and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete.

Lemma 3. Let {llaXk}f be a sequence of points outside the unit disc, dense in

\z\ ä 1. Let rx^r2íí ■ ■ -rn -> 0. Consider the sequence of discs {Uk: \z— l/alfc| Ík2rk}.

Suppose {rk}x is an arbitrary sequence of points such that rk e Uk, k= 1, 2,. ... Then

{Tk}i form a dense subset of \z\ ^ 1.

Proof. Let z0 be any point in \z\ ^ 1. Since {l/ak} forms a dense subset of \z\ ^ 1

we can construct a subsequence {llaXk¡}¡°=1 such that l/alfci —>z0. Consider the

sequence{t^},™!. Then \rk¡ — l/alfc/| ^2rkl -> Oas /->- oo. So \rkl — z0\ ->0as /^oo

and the proof is complete.

Example. (Compare example in §3.) We now construct an example of an entire

function such that the diagonal in the table (12) for the unit disc and the sup norm

diverges at a dense subset of \z\ ^ 1.

Let {l¡aXk}x be a sequence of points outside the closed unit disc, dense in \z\ > 1.

Let Tx ~è raè • • ■ such that rn -> 0. Our aim is first to construct a sequence of rational

functions {SPl(z)}J^x of orders {p¡}?=x respectively. These rational functions will

have a simple pole at {l/a1(}¡™ x respectively. Then an entire function is constructed

with the aid of these rational functions. The subsequence {RPl(z)}?Lx in table (12)

will have simple poles in the discs \z— l/o£X,| ̂2r„ 1=1,2,..., and so our assertion

will follow by Lemma 3. The construction of the {SPl(z)}¡°= x makes use of Lemma 2,
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while for the proof that the poles of {Rp¡(z)}¡°= i lie near poles of {SPl(z)}?L x we need

Lemma 1.

So our first aim is to construct the sequence {SPl(z)}¡°=x. For this aim we need

also to construct sequences {m^fL x, {r¡¡}^=2, {e,}j°=i. Also we will use the given

sequences {r,}¡™ x and {l/au}¡%x for the construction of {SPl(z)}¡tx.

We first define SPl(z) and then successively the sequence {SPl(z)}. Let px = 1 ;

SPl(z) = Axx/(l— a11z) = 2"=o ß^z*', ¿u will be fixed later. Now ex is chosen as

ex=e(axx, rx,px) where e(axx, rx,px) is the function appearing in Lemma 1; mx is

defined as a solution of the inequality

(4.23) |«uh+1/(l-kil) <£i/4-

/4n#0 is now chosen small enough to give

(4.24) \AXX\ \axx\k = \t$\ < l/mx\,       k = 0,l,2,...,mx.

(In fact, since kil < 1 it is sufficient to take Mu| < \/mx\.) Let /ä2. Suppose now

that {SPk(z)}lk\\, {mk}lk\\, {ek}k\\ have been defined. For reference we denote

(4.25) Spiz) = r^- -r-r-^i- + ... +-^- =  S ¿£Z\
P' l-«l^      l-«2;2 l-«py;Z        áo

We now use Lemma 2 for nt = mi-x (n¡ instead of n in Lemma 2), p¡ = n¡+2 (p¡

instead of p in Lemma 2), a1( (instead of a!), r¡ (instead of r),

r¡, =    min    MlíeJ/2í + 2-;'
isjsi-1

(t?, instead of r¡), ßkl) (instead of ßk). The constants C0, Cu...,C. appearing in

Lemma 2 we take as the first n (i.e., n¡ or m¡-x in our notation) coefficients of the

furiction iSp/.j. Thus, Ck=ßkl~1\ k = 0, 1,..., m¡^x. The e appearing in Lemma 2

will be taken as e¡ = e(axl, r¡, p¡) where e(au, r¡, p¡) is the function appearing in

Lemma 1.

After the new notation in Lemma 2 we use the result of Lemma 2 to get the

function SPl(z) and the integer w¡ (m in Lemma 2) such that for

(4.25') SPl(z) = j4^-+ • • - +rAl_ = J ¿z*
1       allZ i       aVilZ k = 0

and for w, we have

(a)   dP-rf"»,       A: = 0, !,...,«,_!,

(4.26)

M   r I
W     /^rnj-i + i + /xm1_1 + 2 +       < ^i —    min    -

lg»Sl-l

W      l/im,_1+l|>  |iiml-i + 2|, • • •> l/^-mjl   <•   I/"«^,

(d) \ß%l+x\ + \ß«]+2\+---< (eJQlAu],

(e) 11/«,,-!/«!,! £2rb       2£j¿p,.
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In this way we have defined the sequences {Sp¡(z)}¡°=x, {mt}i°=x. Notice the special

definitions of SPi(z), mx ; the fact that 17! was not defined, and that (4.26(c)) is

complementary to (4.24) (in (4.26) we have /2:2). Also, it is worth noting that

SPl(z) agrees with the first «?¡_i+ 1 coefficients of Sp^^z), the first «j,_2+1 co-

efficients of SPl_2(z) and so on (as follows from (4.26(a)) after substituting /—1,

1—2, instead of/).

We now are in a position to define our function/(z). It will be convenient to set

(4.27) f(z) = 2 dkzk.
k = a

We now simply demand

(4.28) 4 = f4°,       k = 0, 1,...,«,, /= 1,2,....

We recall that because of (4.26(a)) the function is well defined. It follows from

(4.28) that, because of (4.26(c)) and (4.24), f(z) is an entire function. We have

(recall that the norm is the sup norm on \z\ S 1) \\f(z) — SPi(z)\\ = \\J,k = mi + x dkzk

-2k=m1+i v-k^W; this is because of (4.28) for /= 1. So

(4.29) \\f(z)-SPl(z)\\S     2     KI+    2     K"l-

From (4.23) and the definition of SPl(z) we have

|m, +1

< «iMii|(4-30) 2   Hli\ - *i Jrt-f
k = m1 + l l-|«ll| °>

From (4.26(b)) we get, summing on / and taking7= 1,

2 2 l/4-»+*l < 2 -ni
1 = 2  k = l 1 = 2

< kil Muí ft,],*     \ _ Kl Muí
2       U + 8+"/ 4

We now deduce from (4.28)

(4.32) dk = p.f,       mH + láHffl1,/=2,3,....

From (4.31) and (4.32) we clearly have

(4.33) 2     1*1 <klk¿
k=mx+l H

From (4.29), (4.30) and (4.33) we get

Eil |^*n|
(4.34) \\f(z)-SPl(z)\\ <
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We now obtain a similar result for ||/(z) — SPl(z) ||, 2^/. The calculation is very

similar to the above calculation. Indeed, from (4.28) we have

(4.35) \\f(z)-Spl(z)\\ <     f     1*1+    2     MPI-
k=m¡+ 1 k = mi+ 1

From (4.26(d)) we have

(4-36) 2     l^'l < I Mi'l-
k = m¡ + l *

Now a similar formula to (4.31) has to be obtained. For this objective, we change

/ to / in (4.26(b)) and sum on t from /+1 to oo, taking 7'=/. So we get

(4.37) 2  2 li*-.«l < I * * lAJéd-
( = 1 + 1  k = l ( = 1 + 1 *

From (4.32) and (4.37) we get

(4.38) 2     1*1 <f^H       / = 2,3,....
fc = mi + l *

So from (4.35), (4.36) and (4.38) we deduce

(4.39) ||/(z)-5p¡(z)|| < £,Mi;|/2,       / = 2, 3,....

We now come to the last step, namely, showing that the functions of best approxi-

mation have poles "near" {1/ai,}. Indeed, let {5p(z)}™=1 be the diagonal in the

table (12). Consider the subsequence {RPl(z)}. Since these are functions of best

approximation we have from (4.34) and (4.39)

(4.40) \\f(z)-RPl(z)\\ < e,\Au\lX       / = 1, 2,....

From (4.34), (4.39) and (4.40) we get

(4.41) \\SPl(z)-RPl(z)\\ < b,\Axi\,       / = 1, 2,....

Recalling now (4.26(e)) and the way the {e¡}¡°= x were chosen we deduce from Lemma

1 that SPt(z) has a pole (at least one) in the disc |z— l/oti¡| ^2r,. So our assertion

follows now from Lemma 3.

Remark. There are possibilities for generalization. By minor changes one gets a

similar generalization to that mentioned in the remark following the corresponding

example in §3. Also, one may consider other norms rather than the sup norms.

For this aim we may use the fact that for a regular function g(z) in |z| 2:1, the in-

tegral Jo* |g(/ei9)| d8, p>0, is a monotonie decreasing function of r in the interval

1 ̂ r Sloo. This enables us to change Lemma 1 and to get the above example for the

Lp norm.
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